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2022 Goals (ref: )Project Goals

Define what a desired reference implementation system looks like. The project got setup to create a reference architecture for retail   
edge solution and to set up a reference implementation (and demo) for people to quickly/easily grab and build on top of. I think some   
are now saying that the current demo is not quite doing that and there are some concerns about the current demo in terms of ease of 
use and openness of its solution. If that is indeed the case (and we need agreement on that), what would the desired reference   
implementation look like?
What use case would the reference implementation solve? If many, then can we pick a demo use case in order to build a demo from the   
reference implementation to show case the architecture and reference implementation? And to highlight the ease of use and   
acceleration capability for creating retail solutions.
What ingredients should be in the reference implementation? Maybe goes to what problem are we trying to solve.  
What does easily and quickly mean? If I was a retail organization, what would I expect or need from ORRA in order for me to take it and   
start building edge solutions?

Backlog
ORRA Value Proposition Assessment
Formal reference architecture chart, detail specific use cases (with KPIs) and show how they fit into the reference architecture

Next meeting
February 3, 2022

Recording
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Take away
One goal for this year should be to have a demo that we can run in our companies labs and use to demonstrate ORRA's value proposition
One possibility might be to leverage the LF Edge lab infrastructure to set up and run an ORRA instance people could use to develop applications 
against
We should document how one can use an agent against that instance
We should document how this instance was set up so others can replicate it in their own lab
The OpenHorizon Examples WG is developing a stable definition of all the components one needs to have we should be able to leverage
Eventually we could have an exchange populated with services for people to use
Instead of trying to come up with a use case again we could then let people bring their own use case and experiment with the platform that's 
running
Joe will investigate whether it'd be possible to have an LF Edge instance running an ORRA platform and what the constraints are, such as 
regarding access control

https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Open+Retail+Reference+Architecture#OpenRetailReferenceArchitecture-Goals
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1l3npjr_JzJr4m5kV_NpcsAbyEasGw3d7hRx-6qjuZos/edit?usp=sharing
https://zoom.us/rec/share/Mi0FXXoRpAZY2dxKQCriDexC5YZW3-gSsBqPsBTlAFd_6EI7mYel-23xtombp_Av.OJ7X42K2Je-IHla9?startTime=1642701976000
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